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AMOS selected by leading low-cost carrier in Turkey  
Pegasus Airlines has recently awarded Swiss-AS to implement 
the M&E software AMOS.  
The onsite AMOS presentations as well as a visit to a reference 
customer finally triggered the decision that AMOS is the system 
that best meets Pegasus’ demands. 
“The implementation of AMOS at Pegasus Airlines will not only 
support their future growth but also allow the LLC to improve 
internal maintenance procedures, while maintaining a high level 
of safety in the operation of the fleet,” states Ronald 
Schaeuffele, CEO of Swiss-AS. 

AMOS -  a community product 
During the pre-sales phase Pegasus did not only carefully 
evaluate the functional scope as well as technology of AMOS, 
but also had a close look at the service package that Swiss-AS 
offers its customers to ensure an efficient and successful 
implementation. The plan is to implement AMOS without any 
specific customisations since the system fully covers the 
requirements of the low-cost carrier. AMOS is a community 
product that has “grown” over many years due to individual 
customer requests as well as strategic developments having 
been implemented. In recent times, more and more AMOS 
customers have decided to implement the Swiss MRO software 
“as is” and thereby benefit from leaner implementations in 
terms of complexity, time and cost. 
Pegasus Airlines is planning to integrate AMOS with other 
systems used in the organisation, such as Flight Operations, 
Human Resources, Finance, Accounting and Electronic Flight 
Bag. With the fully implemented AMOS, all maintenance 
processes in Pegasus Airlines are planned to be managed 
electronically.  

 

 

About Pegasus Airlines 
Pegasus Airlines is a Turkish low-cost airline that operates from 
the Sabiha Gökçen airport in Istanbul. Pegasus’ aim is to secure 
a high level of guest loyalty with its brand-new aircraft, rapidly 
expanding flight network and excellent on-time performance. 
The airline serves a route network of more than 26 countries, 
62 destinations (24 within Turkey and 38 internationally). 
Pegasus has a fleet of 40 Boeing 737-800s with an average age 
of 3.02 years and on-time performance is 95.55% on October 
2012.  
Being founded in 1990 as a joint venture of Aer Lingus and two 
additional investors, Pegasus is owned by ESAS Holding since 
2005. Pegasus became the fastest growing airline in Europe in 
2011 amongst Europe’s largest 25 airlines in terms of capacity 
according to OAG’s (Official Airline Guide) 2011 report. 
Besides the flight operations, Pegasus offers also maintenance 
services to other aviation companies, as well as crew, pilot and 
technical education.  

About Swiss AviationSoftware and AMOS 
AMOS - developed and distributed by Swiss AviationSoftware - 
is a comprehensive, fully-integrated software package that 
successfully manages the maintenance, engineering and 
logistics requirements of modern airlines and MRO providers by 
fulfilling all airworthiness standards. Swiss-AS is a 100% 
subsidiary of Swiss International Air Lines Ltd., and counts 
almost 110 customers worldwide to its loyal customer base. 
The fact that none of them has ever replaced AMOS by another 
system speaks for itself. Swiss-AS’ AMOS is the industry-leading 
MRO software in Europe and one of the best-selling solutions 
world-wide. Swiss-AS has its headquarters in Basel, Switzerland, 
and is also represented in Miami, FL, USA.         SWISS-AS.COM                                             

 


